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Cummins Portable Too Is
GIFTS FOR FAMILY ENJOYMENT & RELAXATION

Cummins. ^^ A Jv A T^r 717
EASY GRIP 

HANDLE

with exclusive MAJIC PIVOT
Now save time . . . save money . . . and have fun doing it your 
self with this deep-cutting champion of the Portable Electric Saw 
field. The MAXAW717 with MAGIC-PIVOT makes all cuts in full 
2" dressed lumber with blade to spare . . . cuts deeper at the 
45 angle than other saws with blades up to one inch larger in 
diameter   yet is so compact you can use it with one hand! This 
unequalled ease-of-handling lets you zip through home repairs and 
hobby chores in record time. Accurate cuts are assured every 
time by sturdy calibrated Saw Shoe and Rip Fence Guide. Built-in 
blower keeps cutting line 100% saw dust free. Really the value 
of the year for every craftsman.

MAXAW 717 SPECIAL ... '49.95

FREE
Book of illustrations on 
how to build it yourself 
and save money with 
Cummins Power Tools.
No Obligation, Absolutely FREE I

Cut* 2y," at 9O d«Qr«M, 1 */§" 
at 45 d«gr««s. Blade* taka 
twlc* as many sharpening! and 
 till make all straight and 
angle i cuts ef 2x4's.

N«w finger - tip Uv*r - locking 
b*v«l adjustments   Instant* 
ly sets saw to cut 2x4's at any 
angle «  te 45 degrees.

Model 304

'/4-IN. DRILL
Tops the field for popular priced pistol grip drills. Available with Geared 
Chuck. Plenty of power and stamina to drill V* inch diameter holes in steel, 
¥2 inch in hardwood. Breezes through all building and repair jobs in home, 
sshop and garage. Shorter, more compact design   easier to handle over 
head, to use under work or in small cramped spaces. Smooth flowing power 
drives sanding discs, polishing pads, wire brushes, grinders, buffers, Cum 
mins Saw Attachment and other accessories.

Cummins.

BY

SAW ATTACHMENT
This professionally styled "new idea" in Drill-Saw Attach 
ments will make the home hobbyist gift dream come true! 
Powered by the versatile Cummins MODEL 304 "A" Gear 
ed Chuck Drill, this sturdy saw attachment cuts full 2" 
dressed lumber at the 90 degree angle with ease   yet 
is feather-light to operate! Telescopic Guard with snap- 
back action insures safe, sure handling every minute you 
ust it.

TWO BY FOUR DRILL-SAW ATTACHMENT
MODEL 304 DRILL with
GEARED CHUCK and KEY............................   

$2495

*2495
«Vr

Cummins "big fellow" designed to do a big job! This husky 
drill is heavy-duty constructed for drilling full 2" in diam 
eter in heavy timbers   drills full-speed into meial up to 
its '/2 1 ' capacity. The MODEL 351 is "muscled" by the 
Cummins double-coil, dynamically balanced motor that 
gives smooth, super-strong power and endurance. Add this 
Model to your homt workshop and lick any '/2 " drilling 
job you come across 1

MODEL 351 DRILL,.,,....,.....,.^.,^,.....,,.^,.-.....,,.,,,.,.....^. 39

/ THATfe THE NEATEST 
ARRANGEMENT INI A P0RTA8LI 

ELECTRIC DRILL KIT ANY 
MAN COULD WANT/

MOWDOM3U 
UKFM3UR

Cumim'ps
Mill KIT.

MODEL 
3052

THE HANDIEST HELPER 
FOR THE FAMILY HANDYMAN!

This terrific kit will help him build anything from a book* 
case to a complete house . . . Saves time and money by 
performing countless home repairs   with ease and pro 
fessional accuracy! Packed with over 25 "full-action" 
pieces, thi* high-quality kit features the popular Cummins 
305 '/4 M PERM-ALIGN Geared Chuck Drill, 4 inch Saw 
Attachment makes all cuts ip I" dressed lumber with blade 
to spare. Handsome "Organizer" case mounts on wall or 
carries to the job. Other pieces for sanding, grinding, 
buffing and polishing away all workshop woes.

MODEL 3052 DRILL-SAW KIT,

ARAMOUNT
(YOUR COMPLETE BUILDING CENTER)

3401 TORRANCE BLVD. NEXT DOOR TO NEW CIVIC CENTER
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